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      The page you requested cannot be found!

      The page you requested cannot be found.
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        Let's get started.

        Enter the address or coordinates of a structure you'd like to measure.
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    Roof Measurements in 3 easy steps

    
      
        
          
            
              
              
            
          
        

        Simply enter the address of the structure you want to be measured and confirm the pin in is the correct spot.

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              
                
                
                
                
              
            
          
        

        Select your structure type and add any auxiliary buildings needed (garages, sheds, pool houses, etc.).

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
            
            
              
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                    
                  
                
                
                
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                
              
            
          
        

        Select the type(s) of report you need for your structure, then add them to your cart! That’s it, you’re done.

      

    

    
      
        WATCH VIDEO
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            99% Accuracy Guarantee

            Confidence In Your Bids & Bottom Line.
Our expert CAD technicians and quality assurance professionals work together to ensure that every report is certified for absolute data precision. With a track record of 99% accuracy, you can be confident in the reliability of our measurements. Don't let inaccurate estimates hold you back from winning bids and growing your business. Choose RoofScope for the most accurate and reliable aerial measurement reports available.

            
              DOWNLOAD SAMPLE REPORT 
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            In the field or on the go?

            Ordering our aerial measurement reports has never been easier. Sign up for Text-to-Scope and have access to the quickest way to order and receive your reports. Text an address, confirm the location, and your Scope is on the way!

            
              SIGN UP FOR TEXT-TO-SCOPE
            

          

        

      

    

  





  
  
    
      
        
          Download Scope App

          Use ScopeApp to collect field data quickly so that you can provide your customers accurate estimates and reduce costly material overages. Watch the explainer video to see how it works or download it from the App Store or Google Play and start scoping!

          
            WATCH THE VIDEO 
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          What Our Customers Are Saying
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              “We have always had the best experience 
with RoofScope and each and every 
RoofScope report is 100% accurate and 
saves us so much time and money; both of 
which allow our Project Manager's to keep 
moving forward with their day.”

              
                Jessica, Willard Picquelle
                Temecula Roofing
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              “RoofScope reports have been a game
changer for us. It has allowed us to get
proposals in front of potential clients a lot
faster and has proven to give us a 
competitive advantage to securing new
business. It also provides a visual for the
client to see exactly what you are offering
and provides us credibility.”

              
                Dalton Smith / Frank Guillen
                Western Roofing Installations
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              “RoofScope’s accuracy and report quality is
second to none, and they give me time back
on my clock to focus on closing more
business and not spending time traveling. I
have worked with RoofScope for many years,
and appreciate having my own contacts to 
help me out whenever I need it. They are the
best at what they do!”

              
                N. Higgs - Owner
                Higgs Production Services, LLC
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              “RoofScope has revolutionized our business
operations, serving as a reliable team
member to streamline sales processes.
Their value has been pivotal in propelling our
business to exponential growth. They have 
transformed our business dynamics with
pinpoint accuracy, exceptional turn-around
times, and unparalleled support.”

              
                Tyrus Backer - Owner / CEO
                TC Backer Construction, LLC
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              “RoofScope has helped my business streamline our sales process, and working with them is like having another team member I can count on to help out with any upcoming projects I am working on. I have recently begun using ProDocs to create branded estimates and work orders for my jobs, and it has brought a ton of value to my business.”

              
                D. Grant - Owner
                Grant Group Contractors 

              

            

          
 
                   

        

      

    

  

  

  
    
      
        
          Our Integrated Partners

          RoofScope works with leading construction, insurance, technology, and distribution companies to integrate our reporting data into your workflow.
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            BECOME A PARTNER
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          Why RoofScope?

          With a 99% accuracy rate and 12 hours or less turnaround time guarantees, RoofScope aerial measurement reports save you time and the hassles of having to re-measure a roof, recalculate data or hand-draft aerial takeoff reports.

          
            SCHEDULE A DEMO
          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                  
                
                
                
                  
                  
                
                
                  
                  
                
                
                
              
            
            SAVE TIME

            Never measure or estimate by hand again!

          

          
            
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
            
            REDUCE ERROR

            Get estimates and material orders right the first time.

          

          
            
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
              
                
              
            
            LOWER COSTS

            Require less time and labor from your team.

          

          
            
              
                
                
                
                
                
                
              
            
            BETTER CREDIBILITY

            Impress your customers with beautiful reports.
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        Create Estimates and Work Orders in Seconds

        With ProDocs, turn your Scope report data into actionable information. ProDocs is a simple, powerful tool that automatically generates accurate estimates and work orders in seconds. This highly automated process allows you to streamline your estimating and ordering cycle, so you spend more time on your business and less time on paperwork.

        SCHEDULE A DEMO
        LEARN MORE
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          Are You a Contractor Looking To Grow Your Business?

          
            WATCH THE VIDEO 
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                    Saving contractors time & money
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